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1. Introduction. If p is any fixed rational prime, then in his paper we shall
always let R, denote the set of rational numbers that are integral (mod p).

Let {a} be a sequence of numbers in R,, that satisfy the congruence

(1.1) (--1)’(;)},-’a(m + s(ptl- 1))0 (mod
s=0

for all m >_ r >_ 1 and for some positive integer t The multiplier },1 is also
in R and a a(n). We shall call (1.1) Kummer’s congruence for tan}. For
example, Nielsen [8, Chapter 14] shows that in case p > 2, tl 1 and h 1,
formula (1.1) holds for a En the Euler numbers in the even suffix notation.
If [bn} is a second sequence of numbers in R that satisfy

(1.2) (-1)8(;).-Sb(m + s(p- 1))--0 (mod p)
S---0

for all m >_ r >_ 1 and for some positive integer t: then a natural way to form
a composition sequence is by means of the Hurwitz product. Put

(1.3) c= (n./abn_ (n-- 0,1 2 ...).

We shall call the sequence {Cn} the Hurwitz product of the sequences a} and
{b}. In the special case t t: 1, Carlitz [5] has proved the following result:
if hh 0 (mod p) and is the least positive i’nteger such that

h h k (modp)
for some/c, then

(1.4) (--1)8()]cr-’c(m -[-" S(p 1))----0 (mod pr)

for all m >_ r >_ 1, where {c,} is defined by (1.3). More generally he has shown
that

(1.5) (-l)’([)]F(-’)c(m -{-Sp(p 1)) ----0 (mod
s----0

forr >_ 1, z >_ O, m >_ rz + r. In caseh 0 (modp) adh 0(modp),
these results do not hold and another congruence [5, Theorem 4] is obtained.

These results raise other interesting questions. We may seek, for example,
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